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• Stripboard N99CF - I bought 100x160mm (only used a small 
portion of this)

• Grommets QT92A – select the correct size for the wire you use
• IC socket FZ45Y (I prefer to use a socket, but you can if you wish 

solder the IC to the board directly) R1 3k9 resistor M3K9
• R2 20k resistor M20K
• C1 & C3 0.01 µF ceramic capacitor BX00A
• C2 47 µF electrolytic capacitor VH32K
• C4 10 µF electrolytic capacitor VH24B
• D1 IN914 diode QL71N
• D2 and D3 switching diode QL80B
• L1 3mm red LED CJ66W
• LED mounting bezel YY39N
• IC1 NE55N Timer QH66W
• P1 1MΩ potentiometer FW08J
• T1 BD681 transistor N76AH
• Knob K14C 
• Stripboard pins 

Tools you will need
In order to make this you will need the appropriate tools as listed 
below and a working knowledge of how to construct a circuit using 
stripboard. Tools required are as follows:

Essential  Soldering iron, Multimeter, Side cutters, Solder stripboard, 
Track cutter, Pointed pliers, Drill and twist drills.
Desirable  DC power supply, Tweezers, Solder sucker.

Parts list
I bought most of my parts from Maplin and I have included the Maplin 
part number where appropriate. All parts with a voltage spec need to 
be 20V or more apart from IC1 which is rated at up to 15V.

• Die Cast box 111x60x27mm N89BQ
• Solenoid-operated Vacuum valve – I bought a second hand valve on 

eBay (Vauxhall Omega fit)
• Wire – almost anything will do as it only has to carry ½ amp max

Interceptor electronic 
heater control

Ventilation

Richard Fischer’s SP

Many years ago the heater valve on my SP stopped working, and I was unable to obtain a direct replacement with the 
capillary control circuit and so replaced it with a simple vacuum operated valve. Since then I have only been able to have 

the heater either on or off. However carefully I moved the control it just went from full on hot to cold. I guess other people 
have a similar problem.
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Figure 3 – electronic circuit diagram

Being an electronics engineer by trade and having recently retired 
from work, I decided to design something that would give linear heat 
control. I adopted a solution whereby the heater valve is turned on 
and off at a fixed period (~10 seconds) and you can adjust the 
mark space ratio from zero to one, thus enabling the valve to be 
pulsed on for a very short or relatively long time. I have found that 
this gives very good control over the heat level in the car and has 
the added advantage that you can adjust the temperature on defrost. 
I used a solenoid- operated vacuum valve (from a Vauxhall Omega) 
in series with the heater control valve, to allow electrical actuation of 
the heater valve. I mounted the electronics box below the instrument 
panel, and the solenoid operated valve under the bonnet near the 
heater valve as shown in figures 1 and 2.

The electronic circuit is relatively simple and is shown in figure 
3. IC1 is a NE555N timer operating at a 10Hz period, and the 
potentiometer P1 adjusts the mark space ratio from zero to 100%. 
The LED L1 is mounted in the box and indicates the heating level. As 
the potentiometer is rotated clockwise, the LED changes from off to 
blinking on for a short period, then blinking on for longer and longer 
until it is on almost all of the time. R1, T1 and D2 and D3 are the 
driver electronics for the solenoid operated valve, which is connected 
via wires to pins P6 and P7.

Figure 1 - electronic box mounted 
below instrument panel

Building the Circuit
Fig 4 shows the stripboard layout. This is a bit different to my layout 
as I was developing the circuit as I went along, which resulted in a far 
from optimum layout. The grid in figure 4 represents the hole spacing 
of 0.1”. An X represents a cut track and the tracks run horizontally 
in the diagram. The blue circles are the mounting holes. I used M3 
countersunk screws with brass spacers to hold the board clear of the 
box. If you are using a metal box, which I would recommend, it needs 
to be connected to 0 V as shown in fig 4. Ps denote stripboard pins. 
The straight lines are wire links and you can generally use the excess 
wire from the components as they are soldered in and trimmed for 
this purpose.

First cut the board to size (you can calculate the size from the 0.1” 
grid) and then drill the mounting holes. Then fit the components, 
ensuring you get the polarity correct where it is important, cutting 
tracks as you go. 

I suggest you start by fitting IC1 and then work right, followed by 
working left until all of the components, links and cut tracks have been 
completed. Do not fit link L1 at this stage. This connects the timer 
circuit to the output stage. Also do not insert the IC into to the IC 
socket if you have used a socket.

Figure 2 - solenoid operated 
valve fitted near heater valve
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Testing the Circuit
The circuit board should be tested prior to fitting it into the box. The 
LED I specified has a built in ballast resistor, if you buy one without 
it you will need to fit an appropriate current limiting resistor in series. 
Temporarily connect LED, L1 to pins 4 and 5, ensuring the polarity 
is correct. An easy way to find the polarity is just to try it both ways 
round on a 12 V power supply. The lead connected to positive when 
it lights up needs to be connected to P4. Also temporarily connect 
the potentiometer, P1 to pins P1, P2 and P3, ensuring the centre 
potentiometer connection is connected to P2.

It is now time to connect the circuit to your power source, ensuring 
that you can monitor the current taken from the supply. Turn the 
power source on. The current drawn should be less than 1 mA. If not 
you need to find what is wrong.

Next turn the power off and insert the IC into the socket, ensuring 
it is round the correct way. Set the potentiometer to approximately 
mid-range. Turn on the power supply. Check that the current is less 
than 100 mA. If it is more than this there is a connection error you 
will need to find, and rectify. Turn the potentiometer fully clockwise, 
when the LED should be on almost all of the time. Now turn it fully 
anti clockwise, when it should be off either all the time or almost all of 
the time. If the operation is the other way round, i.e. the LED is fully 
on when anti clockwise, reverse the connections to P1 and P3. As 
the potentiometer is turned clockwise the time the LED is on should 
increase. Finally turn the potentiometer anti clockwise, and check 
that the current when the LED is off does not significantly increase 
when the potentiometer reaches its end stop. If it does increase, try 
changing R2 to a 33k resistor. Fit link L1 and check that the circuit still 
operates and does not draw more than 100 mA.

The next step is to test the solenoid-operated valve by connecting 
it directly across the 12V supply, and checking that the input pipe 

is switched between the two other pipes on application of 12V. 
Measure the current drawn from the 12V supply. The output stage 
of the timer circuit can drive approximately 1A, and so as long as it 
less than this (a typical current for this type of solenoid is 250mA), 
it will be OK.

Temporarily connect the solenoid valve to pins P6 and P7. Turn on 
the power supply and check that the LED is operating as before when 
the potentiometer is moved from fully anti clockwise to clockwise and 
that the valve is also operating, by checking that the supply current 
increases when the LED is on. Measure the voltage between P5 and 
P6. When the LED is off it should be about 12 V and when the LED is 
on it should be less than 1 V. Turn the potentiometer fully clockwise so 
that the LED is on almost all the time and check with your finger that 
T1 is not getting too hot to touch. Leave the circuit running for about 
five minutes, occasionally checking the temperature of T1. If using 
an adjustable power supply, finally check that the circuit operates 
properly at 11V and 14.5V. Since there is significant vibration in a car 
environment, I fixed the larger components to the circuit board using 
a glue gun.

Final Assembly into the Box (See Fig 5)
Disconnect power supply leads, the LED, the solenoid operated valve 
and potentiometer. Drill holes in the diecast box for the potentiometer, 
LED bezel and cable grommets. Also drill holes for the circuit board 
mounting screws, and any other holes needed to mount the box in 
the car. I used self-tapping screws and ensured that the holes were in 
such a position that I could get at them with the box lid removed and 
the circuit installed. Ensure there is no swarf remaining in the box. Fit 
the potentiometer, LED and grommets into the box and then mount 
the circuit board, ensuring it is held clear of the bottom of the box, 
thus preventing short circuits. Check with a multimeter that the OV pin 
is connected to the box. Temporarily fit power leads and the solenoid-
operated valve, and check the circuit still works.

Figure 4 – stripboard layout
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Assembly to the Car
Fit the solenoid in a convenient spot; I fitted it where the original 
heater valve had been fitted (see fig 2). Connect the input pipe to 
the vacuum tube normally connected to the heater valve and connect 
the output to the heater valve with a new piece of tube. If you have 
a vacuum gauge, it is useful to connect it between the output pipe 
and the heater control valve so that you can monitor the operation 
of the valve.

Choose the location for the control box (see fig 1 for my location) 
and find a switched 12V wire nearby. A solid white colour indicates a 
12V ignition switched wire. The oil light and fuel flap lamp both have 
a switched live connection and are relatively easy to get at. Connect 
12V and 0V wires to the timer circuit of such a length they will reach 
to the identified switched live wire and a suitable 0V connection. 
Make up a lead to go between the solenoid-operated valve and the 
timer box, feed it through the bulkhead and connect it to the timer 
circuit. Disconnect the car battery. Connect the 12V flying lead to 
the identified switched 12 V supply. Connect the flying 0V lead to a 
suitable ground point. Connect the cable from the solenoid to pins 
P6 and P7.

Testing in the Car
Reconnect the car battery, set the original car heater control knob to 
hot, and start the engine. Check that the LED on time increases as 
the potentiometer is turned clockwise, and reduces as it is turned 
anticlockwise. Once the engine is warm, turn on the interior fan, turn 
the potentiometer fully anticlockwise, and check that the air coming 
from the heater air vents is cold (vacuum gauge reading should be 
0 bar). Turn the potentiometer fully clockwise, and check that the 
air is hot (vacuum gauge reading should be ~-12 bar). Check that 
rotating the potentiometer anticlockwise results in the air temperature 
decreasing. At an eighth from cold it should be noticeably colder than 
on hot. If all is working turn off the engine, fit the lid to the box and 
you have finished.

Richard Fischer
Member No. 1506

Figure 5 – components installed into case
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11.1 Interceptor Mk II brake rebuild joc_mag_033







11.2 Brakes joc_mag_069







11.3 Fitting Copper Brake Pipes 100_1991_October



11.4 Disc brake judder JOC 166 Nov-Dec 2002



11.5 Spongy Brakes JOC 173 Jan-Feb 2004



11.6 Brake Fluid Reservoirs JOC 208



Ok, if you have made 
some upgrades to 
your engine - 
 
or simply find your 
front brakes look a 
little weedy since you 
fitted bigger rims -  
 
Then you might be 
interested in the 
following.

BETTER BRAKES FOR 
AN INTERCEPTOR
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I
It was early 2011 and I wanted better 
brakes (for both the above reasons if I’m 
honest).My convertible had great brakes 

for a car designed in the late 60’s but that 
was then, this is now. Having added EFI it 
starts and goes like a modern car with only 
the brakes not having the response of a 
“modern”. As I drive it regularly good braking 
matters to me – and it is a change that can 
be easily undone if some future owner so 
desires.

I’d contacted a few people over a couple of 
years enquiring about what they’d done – 
but didn’t want to have something cobbled 
together. I knew of the Interceptor R/S 
upgrade with AP Racing disks but they are 
not cheap nor could I find someone to talk to 
about them at that time. Then Dave Barnett 
let me know about a set from Hi Spec fitted 
to Colvin Holder’s Interceptor 111 that you 
could buy off the shelf. Perfect!  Maybe?

Having never heard of Hi Spec I googled 
them and without wanting to offend anyone, 
like many things on the web there were both 
good and bad reports. The good seemed to 
sum up the product, the bad tended toward 
the service side. I figured I could live with 
that as being on the other side of the world 
the only service I expected was for them to 
arrive.

With a strongly appreciating Kiwi dollar the 
price was right (approx. GBP1500 incl. 
shipping) and I ordered a set via Appleyards. 

I was pretty impressed when the box arrived 
based on the apparent quality of the parts 
but the complete lack of any documentation 
rather let it down. There wasn’t even 
anything on important details like “which 

way the grooved disks 
went”. That sort of 
thing would have been 
easy to include surely? 
Anyhow none of this 
was a showstopper 
and after a few emails 
I eventually got the 
data I needed (NOTE it 
is all on their web site 
nowadays) and broke 
out the tool box.

The callipers and disks 
looked very nicely made and finished being 
their 6 pot monster callipers – in black (not 
so showy) and grooved not drilled disks. 
Hex key bolts looked good and I was soon 
away.

Car on to hoist, front wheels off, axle nut 
removed, flexible brake hose clamped with 
vice grips (as being replaced) and undone, 
calliper and disk unbolted pretty much 
summarises things. No special tools needed 
and all came apart easily.

In the Haynes tradition refit is largely 
disassembly in reverse. Bolt “bell” to disk 
and refit on axle. Mount calliper EXCEPT it 
doesn’t fit! Whilst Hi Spec had provided a 
mounting bracket (with Jensen printed on 
it) no way did it hold the calliper properly 
so it could fit the @#$%%&  disk ! Now I 
was pretty pissed and feeling very very far 
from the UK and just waiting for the wife to 
comment …...
 
The short version of what happened next is 
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a few weeks later another bracket and correspondingly longer bolts 
arrived. These bolted on as they should have at the start, the EBC 
red pads were fitted along with the (supplied) new stainless flexible 
hoses. The braking system was flushed and bled (with the Dot5 
fluid that was also supplied), wheels refitted, removed from hoist 
and taken for the first drive. I should say that through the “it doesn’t 
fit” process) was sending Hi Spec pictures and they were not too 
bad on short email replies.

End result? A braking system for my Convertible the equal of 
a modern cars braking system. 
 
Over the next few test drives, each gradually further (and faster) 
nothing fell off and nothing rubbed or came loose. What a relief. I 
next had a certified engineer sign it off and was then able to get 
into the bedding-in period (a key area that I thought Hi Spec might 
have provided some advice on).

The new pads certainly squealed (yes I did fit the anti-squeal pads) 
but after following the bedding-in instructions  for about 500km the 
noise went. The initial “bite” was now strong and the brakes today 
whilst maybe not matching the 8 potters on my AMG haul me to a 
stop like a “modern”.

As well as the 6 pot “Monster” callipers and much larger EBC red 
pads the new disks are larger – 330 mm to be precise. The new 
parts are significantly lighter than the originals also (and together 
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Cars always arriving - call for details

Appleyard parts, 
servicing & Sales

C-V8 MKI & MKII new rear bumpers; NEW MKI & FF MKI cotton 

reel head rests now available in choice of colours; 

NEW bumpers for MKIII; NEW chrome eyeball vents; 

Now taking orders for S/S Interceptor 

door handles; NEW remote adjustable 

door mirrors; Wide range of quality 

performance 383/440 Performer manifolds; Full range of 

carpet sets Interceptor, FF, Healey. CALL FOR DETAILS

OPENING HOURS
Monday - Friday  9-6pm  
Saturday 9am-1pm

CALL ANDY

FOR DETAILST +44 (0)115 932 5320   F +44(0)115 932 3809 
R Appleyard Parts Ltd
Plot 6b Unit 1A · Quarry Hill Industrial Park · Ilkeston · Derbyshire · DE7 4RB · England
M 07917 671 116    W www.jensen.co.uk    E info@jensen.co.uk

TOO MANY PARTS TO LIST!

they have worked brilliantly for the few 
thousand Kms I’ve done since.

If you are contemplating something 
similar there is a key prerequisite. These 
things don’t fit behind the standard 15in 
rims. If you want bigger brakes then you 
need bigger rims and the 17in. from 
Cropedy were my choice. Together they 
look pretty good too.

So to conclude, I’d have no hesitation in 
recommending them – my experiences are 
noted above but incorrect part aside Hi 
Spec’s website now has all the other data I 
thought should have been provided in my 
box of goodies.

Hopefully Hi Spec has continued to improve 
because I think an off-the-shelf complete 
upgrade kit is something we are lucky to 
have on the market. No doubt Appleyard’s 
stand ready to help and take your orders !

Julian Beavis   

9072 New Zealand
julian.beavis@extra.co.nz     
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11.8 Front and Rear Disks/Pads joc_mag_154





11.9 Interceptor pulls to the left 5 Torque 2 Summer 2006



11.10 Mk 1 Brake caliper conversion Torque 4 Summer 2008









11.11 Which brake master cylinder is this Torque 5 Autumn 2009



11.12 Intermittent hard brake  peddle Torque 5 Autumn 2009



11.13 Bleeding the brake master cylinder Torque 6 Autumn 2010



11.14 Ultimate brake overhaul Torque 6 Autumn 2010










